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ABSTRACT

Housing is a key determinant of health, directly affecting our physical and mental 
health, as well as the wider environment that we all inhabit. There is great 
potential to improve the impact housing has on the health of its occupants and on 
the environment by addressing the ways in which we design and build. Areas with 
residents in the lowest percentile show the greatest potential for improvement, as 
their health and quality of life is most adversely affected by their environment.

This research and design project intends to develop a new model of housing 
which achieves physical, mental and ecological health in unison. Initially, research 
investigates housing ideals and perceptions commonly associated with health, 
and current solutions which aim to improve health. It then demonstrates how 
the perceptions of health and the use of segmented solutions affect the design of 
housing developments, and play a larger role in health.

To address this, the project explores the effects of housing developments on 
the three aspects of health: physical, mental and ecological. Investigation and 
analysis of design frameworks, housing models and projects, and their relation to 
health, have guided the architectural response. The Holistic Health Framework 
was established as a response to the research. Critical health issues within 
housing developments are directly addressed through the framework’s key design 
principles. These principles were referred to throughout the design process to 
ensure a holistic solution was achieved.

The framework guided the holistic design of a medium-density housing 
community. The project displays the way holistic design can positively influence 
the health outcome of future housing developments. The development is site-
responsive sustainable architecture, designed relative to its climate, location and 
social factors. The result of this research project is a socially inclusive architecture 
with the potential to heal, providing a foundation for residents to live healthy, 
fulfilling lives.
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INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND

For over a century, the poor quality of New Zealand housing has negatively 
affected the health of its occupants. In recent decades, studies have brought to 
light the greater impact of housing not only on physical but also on the mental 
health of occupants and the environment.

In New Zealand, we build and retrofit over 20,000 houses every year, however, 
in doing so we often fail to address the direct cause of health issues.1 When 
investigating health needs, it is imperative to gain an understanding of the 
background and underlying issues. In Home Truths Confronting New Zealand’s 
Housing Crisis, Dr. Phillipa Howden-Chapman provides insight into the history of 
New Zealand`s housing problems. Howden-Chapman identifies housing as the 
“key driver of health” and links it to the rapid increase in inequality in our society, 
regarding present government measures as lukewarm at best.2 She also identifies 
the interaction between the housing market and the welfare state, and the 
importance of housing in the national economy.

As the gap grows, it is necessary to address existing habits and perceptions in 
order to generate environments that are conducive to a greater quality of life. 
Currently, New Zealanders spend over 70 percent of their time in their houses and 
communities.3  New Zealand’s unsustainable housing shows a great potential for 
improving the overall health of New Zealanders. As urban density growth becomes 
increasingly necessary, there is great opportunity to address the ways in which we 
design and construct housing in order to improve the health impact of housing 
developments.

1 New Zealand. New Zealand Business Council for Sustainable development. Better Performing homes 
for New Zealanders. 2.  
2 Howden-Chapman, Philippa. Home Truths : Confronting New Zealand’s Housing Crisis. 1st ed. BWB 
Texts. Wellington, New Zealand: Bridget Williams Books Limited, 2015.  
3 Better Performing Homes for New Zealanders: Making It Happen, (n.p., 2008),
http://www.sbc.org.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/56545/Better-Performing-homesfor-
New-Zealanders.pdf.  
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SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS

How can a holistic design process work to address the increasing needs of health, 
and inform the design of housing developments? 

PROJECT OVERVIEW

PROJECT OUTLINE

The project explores the effects of housing developments on the health of 
occupants and the environment. Critical health issues are addressed using a 
framework to design a small urban community. The community itself, located in 
Grey Lynn, Auckland, consists of a series of medium-density housing typologies. 
The project displays how a holistic approach, which considers climate, location 
and social factors, can positively affect the design of the built environment and the 
ongoing health of those who occupy it.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

The overall aim of the scheme is to illustrate how a holistic design process can be 
applied to enhance the health of occupants and the environment. The intention of 
the project is to act as an exemplar for future re-development projects in existing 
urban and suburban areas.

The three main objectives of the project are to:

Achieve physical health within the home by minimising the impact of air pollution 
and noise from the external environment, and utilise materials and passive 
features to maintain a comfortable internal environment within the home. 

Achieve mental wellbeing through neighbourhood design that encourages 
interaction and prioritises safety, connection and beauty.

Achieve ecological health by applying sustainable practices that reduce the 
ecological footprint of materials, transportation and energy use. 

This research project is about applying a holistic design process to the re-
designing of housing developments. As the architectural response uses a test 
site to respond to and apply research outcomes, the scope is limited to that of a 
single given scenario. The design outcome is not focused on technical accuracy; 
therefore, elements of the project have been implemented only in a theoretical 
application. As it is important to understand and consider the application of 
realistic constraints, where possible, design decisions have been informed through 
research. 

Given the time frame, a full life-cycle and carbon footprint analysis of the 
development is unable to be completed, nonetheless, informed design decisions 
support a reduced carbon footprint. The design assumes that people will manage 
their internal environments in the best way possible to ensure healthy outcomes 
within their dwellings. Water and energy requirements of housing have been 
considered and generally calculated, providing a general guide. In the case that 
the development is realistically considered, further consultant input would be 
necessary to ensure the project performs as intended. Concepts such as mixed 
tenure and “cohousing” are suggested by or are outcomes of research, and have 
been implemented only in theoretical application. Financial viability details and 
a legal approach are therefore omitted because of inability to obtain sufficient 
evidence.

RESEARCH QUESTION
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METHODOLOGY

CURRENT RESEARCH

To begin with, research was obtained using published books, journals, papers, 
on-line articles and websites. These sources provided an overview of health, and 
knowledge into the current state of health in relation to housing developments 
in New Zealand. The information gathered from research pointed out prevalent 
issues in New Zealand housing which contributed to poor ecological, physical and 
mental health.  

PRECEDENT/ FRAMEWORK

Next, existing frameworks and precedents, which addressed some or all of the 
issues, were studied. The effectiveness of the precedent studies was assessed 
through analysis of the design relative to the project’s specific location and 
climate.  This became the starting point for the creation of a framework that 
specifically addressed prevalent issues in New Zealand housing. 

DESIGN

A site criteria was established which considered the location and existing 
occupation of the site.  The exploration of potential sites through the criteria 
selection was analysed though site visits. The final site was decided upon and its 
environment and existing scenario further analysed through research into the 
location and climate. 

Design exploration was an iterative process that began with hand drawing and 
evolved into physical massing site models. Critiques throughout the year provided 
feedback and aided in the iterative design process.  Drawing and models were 
assessed against the established framework after each iteration. The site model 
was further iteratively explored to produce massing options. Finally, modelling of 
the project in 3D gave further accuracy to topography and sun studies. This process 
then slowly zoomed in to address components at a smaller scale. 
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A SHORT HISTORY OF HOUSING IN NZ

Traditionally, Māori lived communally in dwellings constructed of local materials. 
These dwellings were positioned near food-rich rivers, beaches and forests, in 
family-based villages, or kāinga. It was important for Māori to be in close proximity 
to whanau, not only for cultural reasons but because of shared ownership of the 
land. The strong association Māori holds with land places emphasis on social, 
cultural and spiritual values.4

From the early 1800s, settlers introduced the European house to New Zealand.5 
Compact urban areas arose from the early colonial settlement, where growth 
was restricted by the need to travel on foot. Urban areas were a compact 
mixture of intense commercial and residential land use. Housing was cold and 
damp, constructed of weatherboards and 2x4-inch timber studs. Rental housing 
dominated the market and was seen to be very profitable. The growing population 
in urban areas meant housing usually outstripped supply, leaving little incentive 
for landlords to upkeep properties. High rental prices, land use mixture and 
little maintenance on properties in urban centres led to overcrowding, squalid 
conditions and sanitary issues.

By the 1920s, it was believed that resettling people in healthy, well-designed 
suburbs on the outskirts of cities could improve behaviours, and remove unsightly 
areas and social problems in urban centres.6 The tram and rail networks provided 
the backbone for the suburban shift. Single, detached housing was advocated by 
the government through the introduction of town planning rules, including land 
use and lower density zoning. As landlords were unlikely to provide dwellings of 
this nature, further, low-cost loans and state houses were provided by the state 
to aid in the suburban housing boom.  While population growth in urban areas 
continued to steadily increase, housing shortages were continually experienced 
throughout the 20th century.

The 1930s and 1940s saw the introduction of the state house and the standard 
of housing rose in New Zealand.7 The state housing programme reinforced 
4  Schrader, Ben. “Māori housing – te noho whare.” Māori housing – te noho whare. 
September 5, 2013. Accessed May 10, 2017. https://www.teara.govt.nz/en/maori-housing-te-noho-
whare/print.
5  Ibid.
6 Ben Schrader, ‘City planning - Planning between the world wars’, Te Ara - the Encyclopedia 
of New Zealand, http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/city-planning/page-3 (accessed 16 May 2017)
7  “State housing.” State house style - State housing | NZHistory, New Zealand history online. 
July 21, 2014. Accessed August 30, 2017. https://nzhistory.govt.nz/culture/we-call-it-home/state-house-

Figure 1 - Housing of New Zealand
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the suburban ideal through single, detached housing. By the 1950s, costly 
infrastructure phased out the majority of trams and trains in the country. As 
the private car dominated, planners decided that motorways would best meet 
transport needs. This allowed cities to extend suburbs even further into greenfield 
areas. 

Shortly after the 1950s, escalating building costs led to reduced standards of new 
state housing design. One-storey, semi-detached houses emerged, imitating the 
look of detached dwellings.  Homes of a uniform design were built with cheaper 
materials, and located in areas that lacked services and amenities. The dominance 
of poor households in these particular areas was characterised by social problems, 
eventually leading to ghetto communities.8

Around the 1980s, insulation requirements were introduced, aimed to address the 
cold interiors of homes.  Over time, the removal of low home interest rates offered 
by the government, along with a shortfall in new housing construction, resulted 
in escalating housing prices. Average house sizes increased while section sizes 
shrunk, reflecting the greater cost of residential land and the growing tendency 
for domestic life to be lived indoors. House prices continued to rise faster than 
income, shutting many out of the home-ownership market. Currently, housing 
issues are at the forefront of public policy debate as house prices continue to grow, 
making houses unaffordable, not only for first home buyers but also for renters.

style.
8 “State housing.” State house style - State housing | NZHistory, New Zealand history online. 
July 21, 2014. Accessed August 30, 2017. https://nzhistory.govt.nz/culture/we-call-it-home/state-house-
style.

Figure 2 - Housing of New Zealand

The cartoon printed from 1998 indicates the need to 
address  the housing conditions of New Zealand.
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HEALTH THEORIES

Why is health so important? Health has a huge impact on an individual’s overall 
performance and efficiency, and  it enables people to thrive and reach their full 
potential. The World Health Organization (WHO) defined health in its broader 
sense in its 1948 constitution as “a state of complete physical, mental, and social 
wellbeing and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity”.9

HOLISTIC HEALTH

The concept of holistic health is not new. Ancient healing traditions, as far back as 
5,000 years ago in India and China, stressed living a healthy way of life in harmony 
with nature.10 Socrates (4th century BC) warned against treating only one part of 
the body “”.11 Jan Christiaan Smuts coined the word “holism” in 1926 to describe 
the concept that living beings are “greater than and different from the sum of their 
parts”.12 

Holistic medicine, or “holistic health”, is a belief that both the physical and mental 
aspects of life are closely connected and factors in the overall health and wellness 
of a person.13 The overall goal of holistic medicine is entire wellness, not simply 
a lack of disease or physical pain. The holistic way focuses on treatment of the 
“whole”, not just treatment of symptoms, but on the underlying root causes of 
imbalance and disease.14 Holistic health is a lifestyle and an ongoing process, an 
approach to life.

TE WHARE TAPA WHĀ

Māori health expert Mason Durie developed  Te Whare Tapa Whā to encapsulate 
a Māori view of health and wellness. The model includes four dimensions that 
support health and wellness.  Represented in the parts of a wharenui, these 
dimensions include taha wairua (spiritual health), taha hinengaro (mental health), 
taha tinana (physical health) and taha whānau (family health). 15

9 “Constitution of WHO: principles.” World Health Organization. Accessed August 4, 2017. http://www.
who.int/about/mission/en/.
10 Allison, Nancy. The illustrated encyclopedia of body-mind disciplines. New York: Rosen Pub. Group, 
1999. Pg 178
11 Ibid. Pg 7
12Ibid. Pg 7
13 Ibid. Pg 7 
14 Ibid.Pg 8
15 New Zealand Ministry for Culture and Heritage Te Manatu Taonga. “Māori health: te whare tapa whā 
model.” Te Ara Encyclopedia of New Zealand – Te Ara Encyclopedia of New Zealand. December 23, 
2014. Accessed August 14, 2017. https://www.teara.govt.nz/en/diagram/31387/maori-health-te-whare-
tapa-wha-model.

Figure 3 - Holistic Health Diagram
The diagram above shows the various elements of health and how 
they overlap and contribute to an overall sense of wellbeing.

The four dimensions of  Maori health and wellness are physically 
represented within the wharenui.

Figure 4 - Te Whare Tapa Whā

PHYSICAL 

SPIRITUAL

EMOTIONALSOCIAL 

MENTAL

Taha hinengaro
mental and emotional wellbeing.

Taha whanau
social wellbeing.

Taha whanau
spiritual wellbeing.

Taha tinana
physical wellbeing.
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MASLOW’S  HIERARCHY

In a 1943 paper called “A Theory of Human Motivation”, Abraham Maslow 
exhibited the possibility that human activities are aimed towards goal attainment 
through the motivational fulfilment of needs.16 Maslow brought together the 
various human needs creating five levels of achievement; physiological needs, 
safety needs, belongingness needs, esteem needs and self-actualisation needs. 
The theory is based on the idea that each level of needs must be fulfilled before 
an individual is motivated to progress onto the next. 17 Levels of needs include 
basic needs, psychological needs and self-fulfilment needs, further grouped into 
growth and deficiency needs. Needs are often depicted as hierarchical levels 
within a pyramid, indicating the crucial nature of the lower and more dominant 
levels. However, there is a lack of recognition of ecological health and its role in 
supporting humankind’s existence.

International concerns around health and environmental protection as an essential 
human right have expanded considerably in the past several decades.18 In WHO`s  
first international conference on the human environment in 1972 it was concluded:

Man is both creature and moulder of his environment, which gives him 
physical sustenance and affords him the opportunity for intellectual, 
moral, social and spiritual growth. . . . Both aspects of man`s environment, 
the natural and the man-made, are essential to his well-being and to the 
enjoyment of basic human rights even the right to life itself.19

Likewise, The United Nations General Assembly has called the conservation of 
nature “ a prerequisite for the normal life of man”.20 

16  Maslow, A. H. (1943). A theory of human motivation. Psychological review,50(4), 370. 
17  Pichzere, Pierre, Anne-Christine Cadiat, and Carly Probert. Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs. 
Namur: Lemaitre Publishing, 2015. pg 5-6
Shelton, Dinah. “Human Rights, Health and Environmental Protection: Linkages in Law and Practice.” 
In A Background Paper for the WHO. Proceedings of First International Conference on the Human 
Environment, Sweden, Stockholm. Accessed September 19, 2017. http://www.who.int/hhr/information/
Human_Rights_Health_and_Environmental_Protection.pdf.
19  Ibid.
20  Ibid.

Figure 5 - Hierarchy of Needs
The above pyramid depicts the lower level deficit needs which must be satisfied  by 
an individual before progressing on to meet higher level growth needs.

Self-
actualisation 
to fulfill one`s 

potential.

Aesthetic needs
 for beauty, order , symmetry.

Cognitive needs
 to know and understand.

Esteem needs
 to be recognised and respected by others and self. Deficiency needs

Grow
th needs

Love and belongingness 
needs to gain acceptance, affection and avoid loneliness.

Safety needs
 to attain physical and psychological security, avoid danger.

Physiological needs
 to satisfy thirst, hunger, thirst, etc.

Ecological needs
providing clean air, water, food and fuel.
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PERMACULTURE

Developed by David Holmgren and Bill Mollison, the word permaculture derived 
from the term permanent agriculture.21 Permaculture is the development of 
agricultural ecosystems which are sustainable and self-sufficient. The permaculture 
philosophy is similar to the idea of holistic health but rather applied to the 
environment. Mollison stated, “Permaculture is a philosophy of working with, 
rather than against nature; of protracted and thoughtful observation rather than 
protracted and thoughtless labour; and of looking at plants and animals in all their 
functions, rather than treating any area as a single product system.”22 The use of 
permaculture relies on biodiversity to ensure ecosystem fertility, productivity, 
stability and resilience.

21  Faires, Nicole. The Ultimate Guide to Permaculture. The Ultimate Guides. New York: 
Skyhorse Publishing, 2012.pg 21
22  Ibid.

Figure 6 - Permaculture Diagram
Ideas which support permaculture are depicted in the image above.
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HEALTH OF HOUSING

THE ENVIRONMENT AND ECOLOGICAL HEALTH

Healthy ecosystems are an essential foundation for human life, providing clean 
air, water, food and fuel; these immeasurable and invaluable services allow us 
to thrive.23 One of the major challenges of our time is climate change which 
threatens our ecosystems.24 New Zealand’s Parliamentary Commissioner for 
the Environment, Dr Jan Wright, talks about climate change as “..the ultimate 
intergenerational issue”.25 Globally, urban living produces around 70 percent of 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, accelerating climate change and influencing the 
ability for ecological health to perform effectively.26 

In New Zealand urban growth is largely characterised by suburban sprawl. This 

has led to high private motor vehicle use in order to travel greater distances. The 
early availability of cheap electricity has further led to a low investment in energy-
efficient homes and power systems. In the last 50 years, energy consumption has 
doubled, including transport, and 60 percent of our primary energy comes from 
non-renewable sources.27 As much of New Zealand’s GHG emissions comes from 
agricultural industries, the significant contribution of emissions from the country’s 
urban areas is over-shadowed.28 However, urban lifestyles with high energy 
consumption, increasingly from non-renewable sources, have heavily affected our 
ability to reach gross emission targets over the years.

As a result, urban sprawl continues to contribute to air and water pollution, leading 
to periodic poor air quality in urban areas and pollutants from urban run-off 
leaking into the ground. 29  The conversion of more land to urban development 
furthermore results in habitat loss and represents one of the primary threats to 
biodiversity.30 Impacts of climate change in New Zealand are predicted to increase 
23  Boyd, David R. Cleaner, greener, healthier: a prescription for stronger Canadian 
environmental laws and policies. Vancouver ; Toronto: UBC Press, 2016.  pg 18
24 “Climate Change.” United Nations. Accessed August 2, 2017. http://www.un.org/en/sections/
issues-depth/climate-change/.
25  “Time to take a historic step for climate change, says Environment Commissioner.” News 
& Insights. July 27, 2017. Accessed August 16, 2017. http://www.pce.parliament.nz/our-work/news-
insights/time-to-take-a-historic-step-for-climate-change-says-environment-commissioner.
26 Global report on Human Settlement Hot Cities: battle-ground for climate change. Report. 2011. 
Accessed August 14, 2017. http://mirror.unhabitat.org/downloads/docs/E_Hot_Cities.pdf.
27 New Zealand. Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment. Evidence, Monitoring & 
Governance. Energy in New Zealand 2017. 6.
28  Pawson, Eric . “ Economy and the environment .” Te Ara Encyclopedia of New Zealand. July 
13, 2012. Accessed August 10, 2017. https://www.teara.govt.nz/en/economy-and-the-environment/
page-7.
29 A State of NZ Report. Report. Social Sciences, University of Auckland. Auckland: Urban 
Research Network, 2016. 8.
30  McKinney , Michael L. “Urbanization, Biodiversity, and Conservation: The impacts 

Figure 7 - New Zealand’s Fresh Water
Image above shows how the New Zealand ecosystem is being negatively affected by growth.
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in the future, posing threats to our ecosystems, coastal areas and water supplies.

As it stands, New Zealand has not signed up to the most recent commitment of 
the Kyoto Protocol (2013-2020) and has, instead, undertaken a target of reaching 
five percent below 1990 levels by 2020 under the UNFCC. Both of these schemes 
allow emissions to be offset by carbon sinks, such as forestry planting, allowing 
targets to be reached, not by reducing gross emissions, but by keeping net 
emissions down. 31   However, carbon sinks are not changing the source of the 
problem, and net greenhouse gas emissions have increased by over 50 percent in 
2014 from 1990 levels.32  

Currently, the NZ Emissions Trading Scheme has difficulties when attempting to 
reduce transport emissions, as local government reduction strategies are divorced 
from the development planning processes.  Despite the nation’s initiatives towards 
reducing the carbon footprint, the majority of the nation’s economic and consumer 
activities are not aimed towards achieving sustainable practices.33 A State of New 
Zealand Report released in 2016 recognised that there is a need for a co-ordinated 
central and local government strategy to reduce GHG emissions. Key challenges 
were identified in addressing the environment and urbanisation including: 
increasing the amount of renewable energy, building high energy-efficient 
buildings for the growing urban population, reversing road traffic congestion by 
increasing walking and cycling routes, and doubling public transport use.34

of urbanization on native species are poorly studied, but educating a highly urbanized human 
population about these impacts can greatly improve species conservation in all ecosystems.” Bio 
Science 52, no. 10 (October 1, 2002). Accessed August 8, 2017. https://academic.oup.com/bioscience/
article/52/10/883/354714/Urbanization-Biodiversity-and-ConservationThe.
31 New Zealand. New Zealand Government. Ministry for the Environment. New Zealands Greenhouse 
Gas Inventory 1990-2014. Wellington: Ministry for the Environment. 3. 
32 Ibid.
33 Pawson, Eric . “ Economy and the environment .” Te Ara Encyclopedia of New Zealand. July 13, 2012. 
Accessed August 10, 2017. https://www.teara.govt.nz/en/economy-and-the-environment/page-7.
34 A State of NZ Report. Report. Social Sciences, University of Auckland. Auckland: Urban Research 
Network, 2016. 7.

Figure 8 - New Zealand Emissions Trading Scheme
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THE HOME AND PHYSICAL HEALTH

Housing is a key determinant of health and a fundamental component in our 
quality of life; in fact, we spend 70 percent of our time in our homes.35 Prioritising 
quantity over quality has led to the majority of housing in New Zealand being 
built to a minimum standard. The majority of pre-2000 homes are often single 
glazed and minimally insulated, and this lack of adequate insulation has led to 1 
million out of the 1.6 million homes in New Zealand performing poorly.36 This poor 
construction hinders the ability to obtain a quality internal environment, leading 
to environments that are damp, drafty and cold, with poor ventilation. Currently, 
one-third of all New Zealand homes perform well below the World Health 
Organization’s recommended minimum internal temperature of 18°C.37    

The continual housing shortage in New Zealand has created a market demand 
leading to escalated property and rental prices and has decreased the rate of 
homeownership. This has resulted in many tenants paying extraordinary rents 
for substandard homes that they cannot afford to heat or maintain. Just under 
half of renters reported they had a problem with dampness or mould, compared 
with around one-quarter of homeowners.38 As rental properties are often kept as 
investments, the interest of the property owners does not necessarily lie in the 
health of the occupants.

Poor housing conditions are connected to a number of health conditions including 
respiratory infections, asthma, lead poisoning, injuries and mental health.39 These 
health conditions take a major toll on the New Zealand healthcare system and on 
the occupants’ quality of life and subsequent ability to contribute to society. Each 
year 42,000 children go to hospital for respiratory infections, bronchial problems, 
asthma, and sicknesses associated with unhealthy homes.40 The majority of the 
population in New Zealand who are severely affected are in the lowest material 

35  Kohler, Addrienne. “Unhealthy living.” Architecture Now. January 27, 2012. Accessed August 
11, 2017. http://architecturenow.co.nz/articles/unhealthy-living/.
36 Better Performing Homes for New Zealanders: Making It Happen, (n.p., 2008)
37   New Zealand. Auckland Regional Public Health Service. Housing and Health in Auckland 
fact sheet . By ARPHS Housing and Health. Auckland, 2005. 1. 
38  “Perceptions of housing quality in 2014/15.” Stats NZ. October 15, 2015. Accessed October 
10, 2017. http://m.stats.govt.nz/browse_for_stats/people_and_communities/housing/perceptions-
housing-quality-2014-15.aspx.
39 New Zealand. Auckland Regional Public Health Service. Housing and Health in Auckland fact 
sheet . By ARPHS Housing and Health. Auckland, 2005. 1. 
40  Anderson, John Kirk. “Andrew Little on housing crisis: ‘No child should be living in a hovel’.” 
Stuff. February 18, 2015. Accessed July 10, 2017. http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/77024295/
Andrew-Little-on-housing-crisis-No-child-should-be-living-in-a-hovel.

Figure 9 - Self-reported Housing Problems
The above graph shows how lower income residents are more likely to experience housing issues.

The above statistic emphasises the importance of the home environment in reducing illnesses.
Figure 10 - Time Spent Indoors

With people spending an 
average of 70 percent of their 

life in their homes, poor air 
quality, humidity, structural 
problems, and exposure to 
contaminants inside puts 

families at a greater risk of 
developing illnesses.
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wellbeing quintile.41 These households are experiencing deprivation across a range 
of basics.

The unhealthy and unstable environment experienced often results in generational 
health effects on families which impacts an individual’s ability to thrive.42 It is 
understood people need adequate, warm, dry, affordable housing as a prerequisite 
for health. Improved health through housing has a profound effect on enhancing 
the general wellbeing of occupants and ultimately results in less time off work 
and school. Housing is an important mediating factor in health inequalities and 
poverty.43 For the majority of low-income occupants, a healthier environment 
reduces the mental stress that illness has on the family’s income. Research in the 
field concludes that healthier homes will generate a trend toward reduced GP 
visits, hospitalisations and deaths from coronary and respiratory conditions.

Local and national groups and organisations, to improve housing conditions, 
have implemented a number of programmes and policies. A majority of the 
programmes focus on updating existing homes through subsided schemes and 
government grants. They include but are not limited to:

>The Healthy Housing Programme

>New Zealand Business Council for Sustainable Development

>EECA Warm up New Zealand

>WISE Better Homes

One of the main issues which New Zealand Building Council for Sustainable Design 
(NZBCSD) has identified in the building industry is the selling of individual products 
rather than integrated solutions that best deliver better-performing homes. The 
Healthy Homes Guarantee Bill released in 2013 looked to amend the Residential 
Tenancies Act by ensuring that rental homes in New Zealand meet the minimum 

41  New Zealand. Minstry of Social Development. The material wellbeing of NZ households: 
Overview and Key Findings. By Bryan Perry. Wellington, 2017. 23.
42 Ibid.  
43  Howden-Chapman, Philippa. Home Truths : Confronting New Zealand’s Housing Crisis. 1st 
ed. BWB Texts. Wellington, New Zealand: Bridget Williams Books Limited, 2015.

Figure 11 - Home Issues in New Zealand

The chart above connects typical housing problems, experienced in New Zealand, 
with sustainable design solutions which target the cause of the issue.
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standards of heating and insulation by 1 July, 2019.44

Physical health of the home can be improved through site-specific design, which 
carefully considers the seasonal changes in climate. The uses of passive techniques 
can moderate the internal environment, creating a generally comfortable 
environment year-round. Passive techniques reduce the need for mechanical 
systems to maintain a comfortable internal environment, and they include passive 
ventilation, heating, cooling, lighting and shading. Integrated solutions that look 
at the overall performance of the dwelling and consider the sum of its parts would 
create a better, more thought-through outcome. 

44  New Zealand. Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment. Tenancy Service Insulation 
Requirements. Wellington, 2015.

Figure 12 - House Heating Systems - Progression of heating systems

Early 1900’s Late 20th Century Early 21st Century
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THE COMMUNITY AND MENTAL HEALTH

With one of the highest rates of mental health issues among OECD countries, 
New Zealand’s poor levels of wellbeing affect almost half of the population.45 
People most at risk of developing serious mental disorders have few educational 
qualifications, low household incomes and live in the most deprived areas. As well 
as negatively affecting an occupant’s quality of life, mental illness can hinder one’s 
ability to contribute to society, making up around a third of those on sickness and 
invalid benefits. 

The 2010 NZ General Social Survey found there is a strong relationship between 
feeling lonely and a person’s self-assessed mental health status. 46 Further studies 
show loneliness can impede mental and physical health, as well as lead to mental 
illness. 47 People more likely to feel lonely include younger people, women, 
people living in rented accommodation, one-parent families, and unemployed 
people.48 Findings in the Quality of Life Survey commissioned by New Zealand’s 
Local Government Metro Sector in 2016 show that, in New Zealand cities, 40 
percent of residents do not feel a sense of community with people in their local 
neighbourhood. 49 The survey further provided a number of reasons as to why this 
was; residents concluded  their lives are too busy, people in the neighbourhood 
do not talk to each other, and there is a preference for socialising with family and 
friends.50  From this statistic, it should come as no surprise that one in three Kiwis 
have experienced feelings of loneliness in the last month.51 A sense of community 
and satisfying social relationships are important in fulfilling mental wellbeing and 
combating loneliness.  

Our low levels of wellbeing have partially stemmed from our culture and its 
strong ties to an individualist society, where we tend to look after direct family 
members and ourselves. This is opposed to collectivist societies, which are group 
orientated and prioritise the good of society over the welfare of the individual, and 
tend to have a better community connection. The move from an individualistic 

45  “Mental Health Foundation: Quick Facts and Stats 2014.” Mental Health Foundation of New  
 Zealand. Accessed June 25, 2017. https://www.mentalhealth.org.nz/.
46 New Zealand. Stats NZ. Loneliness in New Zealand: Findings from the 2010 NZ General   
 Social Survey. Wellington, 2013.
47 Ibid.
48 Loneliness in New Zealand: Findings from the 2010 NZ General Social Survey.
49  “Quality of Life Survey,” (Auckland, NZ2014),  105.
50 “Quality of Life Survey,” 105.
51 New Zealand. Stats NZ. Loneliness in New Zealand: Findings from the 2010 NZ General   
 Social  Survey. Wellington, 2013.

Figure 13 - Mental Health Services
The image above shows the growing number of  people requiring Mental Health Services.
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to a collectivist society would shift the emphasis from the attainment of material 
possessions to that of meaningful relationships and involvement in one’s 
community. This change in the perception of wellbeing can combat feelings of 
loneliness within communities while enhancing mental wellbeing.

Improving mental well-being is a complex challenge; however good design of the 
community and built environment can combat loneliness. Thoughtful design can 
encourage interactions between members of the community, thereby fostering a 
sense of community and combating loneliness. Prioritising pedestrian routes over 
roads would encourage community engagement through walking and the use of 
public transport while discouraging use of the private car.

Although the General Social Survey did not offer reasons for loneliness occurring 
in particular demographics, one can make educated assumptions based on the 
evidence provided by the Quality of Life Survey. As the highest risk for mental 
disorders occurs in the most deprived areas, mixed demographics in communities 
may enhance the diversity of interactions and consequently promote better 
mental health for individuals. Renters are prone to transient lifestyles with an 
average stay of two years. The shorter stay could be the reason that they are 
unable to connect and therefore feel lonely. Longer-term tenancies would provide 
security and allow time to connect with the community. Smaller households, 
which are often younger people, may benefit through higher-quality communal 
spaces, shared, owned or maintained by a number of dwellings, thus changing 
the perception of ownership and enhancing wellbeing through engagement with 
others.

Figure 14 - Sense of Community in New Zealand

The statistic depicts the lack of community in New Zealand neighbourhoods which contribute to a 
sense of loneliness amoung the population.

2 out of 5 
residents do 

not feel a sense 
of community 

with people 
in their local 

neighbourhood
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PRECEDENTS

GROW COMMUNITY

Situated on Bainbridge Island, Grow Community is a new urban neighbourhood 
guided by sustainable and healthy living, One Planet Principles. The new model 
of eco-urbanism places emphasis on creating a compact community with 
shared green space and essential amenities a short walk or cycle ride away. The 
eight-acre, net-zero housing development is built to the highest standards of 
sustainability and energy efficiency, meeting 5-Star Built Green certification. 
Homes are solar powered and energy efficient, made from prefabricated and 
panelised local materials. 

A mixture of accessible homes and apartments encourages a diverse, 
intergenerational community. Intimate micro-neighbourhoods connect to a variety 
of shared green spaces including woodland, an orchard, a green strip and gardens. 
The community centre brings neighbours together throughout the seasons and 
provides a space for classes, gatherings and community events. The porous site 
design enhances the connection of the Grow Community with the surrounding 
neighbourhood.

Through the analysis of this community, the following points were successfully 
addressed and are relevant to the research project.

 - Mixture of building typologies allows for a diverse community.

 - Being in close proximity to urban areas enhances walkability.

 - The project challenges the standard lifestyle while also being inclusive as  
 it is open to the public.

 - The use of local materials in construction adds a unique aesthetic which  
 also reduces the carbon footprint of the development.

Figure 15 - Grow Community Gardening
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The community facilities 
hall is a shared space 

used for hosting classes 
for residents and the 

wider public.

The porches on units 
create safer spaces 

through passive 
surveillance. 

Service elements are 
hidden, adding texture to 

outdoor spaces. 

The community gardens 
offer meandering spaces 

around homes for 
residents.

Renewable energy is 
obtained through solar 

panels.

Buildings are made from natural 
local materials that add a sense of 

warmth and beauty to spaces.

Large communal spaces, 
planted with trees and 

shrubs, connect residents 
with nature.

The use of pocket parks 
aids in enhancing the 

community environment.

Figure 16 - Grow Community
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Figure 17 - Grow Community Aerial Site Plan

Figure 18 - Grow Community Aerial Detached Dwellings

Figure 19 - Grow Community Aerial Sketch

Car parking kept to 
edge of site promotes 
walkability within site.

The communal hub 
provides a space 

where residents can 
gather.

Communal 
vegetable gardens 
are located around  

the community 
hall.

Rows of homes 
provide passive 
surveillance of 
outdoor spaces 

and protect 
the site from 
surrounding 
conditions.

Meandering 
paths and large 

communal green 
areas connect the 
site with natural 

elements.

Intimate spaces 
between 

neighbours 
enhance the 
feeling of a 
community.

Pocket parks 
dispersed among 
the community 

help to provide a 
range of spaces.

The mixture of 
building typologies  

enhances the 
diversity of the 

community.

Proximity to nearby 
shops reduces the 
need for car travel.
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LILAC

Built on the site of a demolished school, Lilac is a self-planned, co-housing 
community situated in a suburban neighbourhood. The acronym ‘Lilac’ stands for 
‘Low-Impact Living Affordable Community’. The goal of the project was to build a 
model of affordable, environmentally sustainable housing. Homes have been built 
to the highest ecological standard, utilising solar roofs and super-insulated, low-
carbon, prefabricated, straw bale walls.

The design of the site is centred around the Danish co-housing model, encouraging 
social interaction through shared facilities. Buildings on the site are a mixture 
of self-contained flats and houses, as well as a common house which includes 
communal cooking and eating facilities, laundry facilities, meeting space, play 
area, office and guest rooms. The arrangement of the car parks and buildings 
protects the heart of the development, allowing the shared outdoor area to 
become a safe, pedestrian-dominated area.  However, the site lacks a direct 
connection with the surrounding community and feels like a private community, 
giving no amenity to the surrounding community.

Through the analysis of this community, the follow points were noted and are 
relevant to the research project.

 - The focus on community spaces and social engagement provides an   
 intimate environment for residents, fostering close connections   
 with those in the community.

 -The use of prefabricated straw bale walls provides an innovative, high- 
 quality and fast construction method with a unique interior quality. 

 

 

Figure 20 - Lilac Community Garden
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Timber adds a touch of 
warmth to the interior of 

dwellings.

Solar panels reduce the 
environmental impact of 

the site.

Communal sheds provide  
ample space for the 

residents’ tools and bicycles.

Internal community 
spaces are sheltered by 
surrounding dwellings.

The internal communal area 
of the site is pedestrian 

only, enhancing community 
environments.

Community gardens 
provide a place where 
residents can mix and 

mingle.

Natural finishes in 
the home reduce 
contaminants and 

improve air quality.

Low-carbon,  
straw bale walls help 

maintain a comfortable 
internal environment.

Figure 21 - Lilac Community Photos
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The centrally located 
pond connects residents 

with nature. 

Car parking kept to 
outer edge of site 

promotes walkability 
within  the site.

Balconies provide eyes 
on the communal  

outdoor space.

Dwellings share guest 
bedrooms, reducing the 
footprint of the building.

A common house with 
shared facilities provides a 
place where residents can 

cook and eat together.

The scheme dedicated 
some land to provide 

a park for surrounding 
community.

Shared stairway 
reduces building 

footprint and 
allows for chance 

interactions.

The prefabricated, low-carbon, 
straw bale wall moderates the 

internal environment of the 
dwellings.

Adequately sized 
homes provide 

comfortable 
dwellings.

The thickness of 
the straw bale walls 
prevents dwellings 

overheating in summer.

Communal 
vegetable gardens 

allow residents 
to grow and eat 

locally.

Figure 22 - Lilac Floorplan

Figure 23 - Lilac Straw Bale Wall Diagram

Figure 24 - Lilac Site Plan
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THE COMMONS

Located on a compact site in the thriving urban community of Brunswick, The 
Commons is a five-storey apartment block walking distance away from amenities, 
transport and bike paths.  The aim of the project was to design a sustainable 
building for people, community and the environment. The design used a 
reductionist approach, stripping back all that was unnecessary. The removal of 
car parking, second bathrooms, individual laundries, plasterboard ceilings, tiles, 
imported timbers and toxic finishes allowed for greater emphasis on sustainable 
design alternatives. 

Apartments are kept cool in summer by ceiling fans and the building’s thermal 
efficiency from exposed mass, reducing the need for air conditioning units, 
which are common in Australian apartments. Light wells disperse natural light 
in the deep plan, removing the need for artificial lighting during daylight hours. 
Interaction and behavioural changes are encouraged through a shared (facilities 
and amenities) rooftop garden, barbecue, laundry, bicycle storage, water 
collection, PV panels and hydronic heating. The ground-floor café creates a space 
for engagement between the local community and residents, while adding a 
valued amenity to the area.

Through the analysis of this community, the follow points were noted and are 
relevant to the research project.

- The design responds appropriately to densification and its urban site while 
offering amenities to the surrounding community. 

- The project effectively uses its context to promote walkability.

- The design process of removal has allowed the sustainable aspect of the design to 
flourish.

Figure 25 - The Commons Rooftop Garden
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A communal laundry 
drying facility reduces 
energy consumption 

while creating chance 
encounters between 

residents.

A power off switch in 
apartments allows residents 

to save energy when not 
occupying their apartment.

The less is more 
approach, which the 

design envisaged, uses 
less toxic materials.

The addition of the café on 
the ground level adds valuable 

amenities to the area while acting 
as a space where residents can 
interact with the surrounding 

community. 

A location close to the 
bike path and train station 

offers multiple forms of 
transport and reduces the 

need for a car.

A large, communal 
rooftop garden and deck 
provides residents with 
a large, quality outdoor 

space and a connection to 
nature.

Reused brick lines the 
residents’ entry hallway.

Figure 26 - The Commons Photos 
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Figure 27 - The Commons Floorplans

The design provides amenities 
to the area with a café in the 

lower level of the apartments. 
This further provides a space 

for residents to engage with the 
surrounding community.

The location of apartments, close 
to the train station and amenities, 

promotes walkability.

Communal gardens offer 
a place for residents to 

socialise, and provide views 
of the city.

Instead of designing for car 
parking on the lower level of 

the building, bicycle storage is 
provided to promote cycling.

Communal laundry 
provides an outdoor space 

to dry clothes, reducing 
the energy consumption of 

the site.

Solar panels on the 
pergola provide shade to 
the rooftop terrace while 

collecting energy from 
the sun.

Cutouts in form 
allow for passive 
lighting in deep 

apartments.

Ground floor First floor Rooftop terrace
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Beauty

FRAMEWORKS

LIVING BUILDING CHALLENGE

The challenge acts as a philosophy and advocacy tool as well as a certification 
programme. The Living Building Challenge (LBC) is organised into seven 
performance areas called Petals; place, water, energy, health and happiness, 
materials, equity, and beauty. Each Petal is further sub-divided into Imperatives, 
which address specific issues through detailed requirements. The Living Building 
Challenge is one of the most advanced and rigorous performance standards for 
sustainability in the built environment. All LBC projects require a performance 
period of 12 months before receiving certification, as a means to ensure 
quantifiable requirements are achieved.52  The strength of the LBC is its rigorous 
framework, which ensures a very high standard outcome, while the downside to 
the framework is that it is a challenge and, therefore, is not suitable for a majority 
of typical projects in urban areas.

URBAN DESIGN PROTOCOL

The Urban Design Protocol (UDP) is a voluntary commitment which aims to 
ensure our towns and cities are healthy, safe and attractive places where business, 
social and cultural life can flourish. Implementation of the protocol is achieved 
through the actions of signatories and by government leadership. Forming 
part of the government’s Sustainable Development Programme of Action, the 
protocol is a key deliverable of the “Sustainable Cities” action area. The protocol 
provides a checklist of seven key urban design qualities which contribute to quality 
urban design and are adaptable to towns and cities; Context, Character, Choice, 
Connections, Creativity, Custodianship, Collaboration.53 These qualities and 
their concepts are further supported by urban design case studies, a value case, 
urban design research and toolkit. The strength of the urban design protocol is 
that it aims to produce a better urban environment by considering urban design 
principles through design.

HOMESTAR

Homestar is a rating tool for new builds which measures how warm, healthy and 
sustainable they are. The aim of the rating scheme is to improve the sustainability 

52 “Living Building Challenge.” The Living Future Institute. Accessed February 04, 2018. 
 https://living-future.org/lbc/.
53 New Zealand Ministry for the Environment. New Zealand urban design protocol. Wellington,  
 N.Z.: Ministry for the Environment, 2004.

Figure 28 - Living Building Challenge Petals
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and internal environment quality of new builds in New Zealand. Assessment of the 
homes is rated on a 6-10 scale and measured through six categories; Water, Waste, 
Management, Materials, Site and Energy, Health and Comfort.54 Categories are 
differently weighted to reflect the objectives of Homestar. An initial Design Rating 
is given to projects, based on the final design plans. Once the home is constructed, 
the final built rating is verified through physical inspection to complete the 
Homestar rating. The strength of Homestar is that it challenges the internal quality 
environment of new builds and rates on an achievement scale basis, making it 
more appealing and suitable for a number of new developments. The downside 
is that it only applies to new builds and, therefore, the use of the rating tool is 
limited.

HOUSING FOR HEALTH - THE GUIDE

Established by Healthabitat, Housing for Health - The Guide was developed 
in response to the poor health caused by the living environment in Aboriginal 
communities. The Guide consists of three sections - Safety; Health and Housing; 
and Healthy Communities. Each section is supported by a framework that gives 
detailed guidance on designing, building and maintaining the living environment 
to improve safety and health.55 The strength in Housing for Health is that it 
provides a wide array of open-source information which is very thorough, although 
not overly applicable in urban areas.

ONE PLANET LIVING

Based on 10 guiding principles, the focus is on achieving sustainable lifestyles 
through ecological and carbon footprinting. One Planet Living (OPL) does not just 
concentrate on green buildings, but considers wider infrastructure and services 
as well. The framework helps organisations and project teams examine the 
sustainability challenges they face. Specifically developed, a ‘One Planet Action 
Plan’ outlines the strategies, actions and targets pertaining to the particular 
project.56  The plan’s progress results are reported annually and published. The 

54 Roman Jaques. “Homestar – environmental rating tool for homes.” Build Magazine, Aug. &  
 Sept. 2011, 76-77.
55 Paul Pholeros. “Housing for Health - the Guide - Healthabitat.” Healthabitat - Environmental  
 Health & Design. September 30, 2013. Accessed September 11, 2017. 
 http://www.healthabitat.com/blog/housing-for-health-the-guide.
56 “One Planet Living - a sustainability framework by Bioregional.” Bioregional. Accessed   
 August 08, 2017. https://www.bioregional.com/oneplanetliving/.

Figure 29 - Housing for Health - The Guide: Health and Housing
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

A number of frameworks exist which aim to improve one or more aspects of 
health. The frameworks outlined range from design solutions to design principles, 
accomplished through meeting set criteria; they can also include testing to ensure 
the design meets the criteria. 

In the interests of the project, the existing frameworks are unsuitable for the 
application as they either require quantifiable outcomes or only tackle a single 
aspect of health. However, these frameworks offer a number of positive design 
aspects and have informed the creation of the Holistic Health Framework. 

Frameworks with fixed design solutions often discourage a responsive nature in 
design. The outline of precise design solutions can lead to a design focused purely 
on implementing such solutions. This moves towards the creation of fixed design 
outcomes that may not be applicable or respond appropriately to a range of sites. 
This style is often divorced from understanding the overall roles that each element 
plays in producing a best outcome.

Living Building Challenge and One Planet Living offer a number of solutions that 
address health issues that affect all aspects of health in housing developments; 
ecological, physical and mental health. The principal ideas within the frameworks 
have been adapted to make up a large portion of design principles in the Holistic 
Health Framework. Homestar components support sustainable housing and 
healthy internal environments, addressing physical and ecological health. 
Components implemented into the framework include Material Waste and Water, 
Lighting and Daylighting, Moisture Control and Ventilation, and Efficient Space 
and Water Heating. As the Urban Design Protocol focuses on the design of urban 
areas, not all aspects are applicable to the project. The most applicable elements 
from the UDP are connections and choice, which support a positive and inclusive 
community environment, enhancing the mental health aspect. Furthermore, 
custodianship and creativity are considered in the design but are not main drivers 
of health, therefore have been excluded from the framework. 

aim is to structure thinking and inform holistic action, rather than becoming 
another framework for sustainability. The strength of One Planet Living is that it 
adapts to the needs of different projects and positively supports a move towards 
sustainability.
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D E S I G N 
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ESTABLISHING A FRAMEWORK

The Holistic Health Framework was developed in response to the poor health 
caused by the living environments in New Zealand. The framework encompasses 
a holistic philosophy and lays the groundwork for achieving a holistic sense of 
health. The aim of the framework is to improve the health of occupants and the 
environment through holistic design of the built environment.

As the framework follows a holistic philosophy, each component’s importance 
is equally weighted. Design principles support components and work towards 
fulfilling the overall aim.  The project will be successful in achieving the overall 
aim when components are attained in unison. Therefore, design solution 
outcomes must carefully consider the influence on further components. A holistic 
action encourages the use of integrated design solutions that address multiple 
components.

A conscious decision to utilise design principles enables the framework to be 
applicable in numerous contexts. This ensures an appropriate and direct response 
to each site and its surroundings. Diverse and creative design solutions uniquely 
tailored to particular sites would allow individual projects to reach their ultimate 
potential. (Refer to page 68  for full design framework.)

Components address critical issues that arose during the research within the 
three aspects of health; ecological, physical and mental health. The ecological 
components look to minimise the carbon footprint of the built environment and 
the users’ lifestyles. The design principles focus on reducing consumption, re-using 
materials and promoting the use of sustainable resources.

The physical components address the need for quality dwellings that provide a 
comfortable internal environment and ease of maintenance for users. Design 
principles support the use of passive design techniques in order to maintain a 
comfortable internal environment. 

Mental health components address loneliness by encouraging interaction. The 
design principles focus on providing diverse pedestrian interaction spaces for 
residents and the surrounding community. These components further focus on 
enhancing the likelihood of interaction by emphasising safe and beautiful outdoor 
spaces in which people want to linger.
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SITE SELECTION AND ANALYSIS

SITE SELECTION INVESTIGATION

The proposed site will act as a testing ground for the holistic design, allowing ideas 
to be explored in a realistic, contemporary scenario. The site gives context to the 
design, allowing design exploration to respond to challenges that the context 
presents.

A low-income housing area which does not perform well in terms of health criteria 
would provide a great opportunity for design intervention.  The scheme could 
adopt a public/private occupation model to achieve better outcomes. In theory, 
this occupation model would be developed through a public/private economic 
model. The chosen location for the proposed site is Auckland, as it is currently 
experiencing the largest urban population growth in New Zealand. 

 SITE SELECTION CRITERIA

The main criteria for choosing the site were that it is located in a suburban area 
and has old housing stock. The proposed site must be owned by a governmental 
entity with a “mono-culture” of residents in the lowest percentile.

Location of the proposed site must be in an area identified for an increase in 
density. Close proximity to amenities and public transport is required in order to 
reduce the need for private car travel. It is necessary that existing infrastructure is 
capable of supporting a higher population density.

It would benefit the development to be located in a place where the aim of a 
sustainable lifestyle is welcomed and accepted by the wider community.  To 
maximise the efficiency of the land and increase the saleability and interest in 
the scheme, the proposed site should have a high land value, and be located in a 
sought-after neighbourhood.

Two potential sites were in Grey Lynn and Orakei. Both locations provided 
amenities and public transport within close proximity. Ultimately, Grey Lynn 
was chosen, as the project was better suited to the area. However, the location 
presented some challenges, due to the existing motorway and main roads 
bordering the site.

Figure 30 - Map of New Zealand and Auckland
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GREY LYNN SITE AUCKLAND CBD ORAKEI SITE   

Figure 31 - Aerial Photo Auckland, shows two potential site locations and the proximity to Auckland’s CBD
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ORAKEI

Figure 32 - Aerial Photo Grey Lynn Site
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Figure 33 - Aerial Photo Orakei Site
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Figure 34 - Aerial Photo and Contours Grey Lynn Site Figure 35 - Grey Lynn Site Existing Housing
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Figure 36 - Great North Road St Lukes On-ramp Figure 37 - Great North Road and Tuarangi Road Intersection

VIEWS FROM THE SITES MAIN PUBLIC INTERFACES
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SITE ANALYSIS

IMMEDIATE SITE CONTEXT

The proposed site is positioned between the suburbs of Grey Lynn and Western 
Springs. The topography to the north of the site is steep, placing the site in a 
valley, an area historically known as Chinaman’s Hill. The boundaries of the site 
address two conditions: the suburban, along Tuarangi and Ivanhoe Roads; and the 
public boundary, along Great North Road and the North-Western Motorway.

The area was of initial interest because of its large-scale development of state 
house apartments and duplexes from the 1940s and the 1960s. The site has 
always been owned and occupied by Housing New Zealand and its tenants. A 
steady increase in high-density developments in the area creates the potential 
for successful increased density on the site. Its prime location in an expensive and 
sought-after suburb makes it the ideal place to incorporate mixed tenancies with 
an increase in density. 

The overall area of the site totals 22,500m2 including 2,100m2 of undefined council 
space. The current site has 73 dwellings, of which 54 are apartments and 19 are 
duplexes, and an overall density of 44 dwellings per hectare. 

AERIAL PERSPECTIVE

Figure 38 - Great North Road and Tuarangi Road Intersection Aerial
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EXISTING AMENITIES

Grey Lynn is a well-established, inner-city, residential suburb of Auckland. The 
local area is known for its arty environment, good cafés and health food stores. 
Grey Lynn shops provide essential amenities to the area and are a short uphill stroll 
from the proposed site. The Grey Lynn Community Centre often holds events and 
classes and is located in the Richmond Road shops, which offer further amenities.

Western Springs College and Grey Lynn School are nearby, within walking 
distance. Western Springs Park, Vodafone Speedway and the Museum of Transport 
and Technology offer recreational activities and are directly opposite the proposed 
site. Further amenities are situated in Point Chevalier and Ponsonby, and are easily 
accessible by bus.

RICHMOND ROAD

POINT CHEVALIER

GREY LYNN

ST LUKES KINGSLAND

PONSONBY

Figure 39 - Site Amenities
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EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE

The proposed site borders Great North Road, a main transport corridor frequented 
by buses travelling from Central to West Auckland. Less than 50 metres away from 
the proposed site are bus stops that allow travel times to be shortened. Proximity 
of the site to nearby bus stops offering frequent services makes bus travel highly 
accessible and a viable alternative to the car. As the south of the site borders the 
North-Western Motorway, the North-Western Cycleway is easily accessed. As 
most errands can be accomplished on foot, the nearby public transport options for 
residents reduce the need for a private vehicle. The location of the site provides a 
range of sustainable transport options to assist in getting around the city.

Figure 40 - Infrastructure

AUCKLAND CBD

GREY LYNN

PONSONBY

KINGSLAND

17 MINUTE BUS RIDE

1O MINUTE BUS RIDE

PT. CHEV

20-25 MINUTE BUS RIDE

16 MINUTE BUS RIDE

3 MINUTE BUS RIDE

9 MINUTES BY  BIKE

6 MINUTES BY BIKE 

5 MINUTES BY BIKE

18-20 MINUTE BIKE RIDE

16 MINUTES

9 MINUTES 18 MINUTES5 MINUTES 3 MINUTES

11 MINUTES 5 MINUTES6 MINUTES

PT CHEVALIER ST. LUKES KINGSLAND

RICHMOND RD GREY LYNN PONSONBY AUCKLAND CBD

20 MINUTES13 MINUTES 2 MINUTES

10 MINUTES 26 MINUTES 17 MINUTES
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GREY LYNN:  CURRENT AND FUTURE

The recent introduction of the Auckland Unitary Plan sets out Auckland Council’s 
future ambitions for Auckland as a liveable city. Many areas in the plan, which 
manages how different areas are used, developed and protected, have been 
rezoned. For the majority of Auckland, it means height and density growth 
restrictions have been loosened, allowing land to be redeveloped under the new 
zoning rules.

The majority of current housing in Grey Lynn is single, detached dwellings. Recent 
additions of apartment blocks and terrace homes in the area have contributed to 
an increase in density, enhancing the urban feel of the suburb. Under the Unitary 
Plan, the south-western area of Grey Lynn is zoned to increase in density through 
mixed and terraced housing and apartments.

Currently, the proposed site is located in a Residential Mixed Housing Urban Zone 
which allows for a reasonably high intensity of detached dwellings, terrace housing 
and low-rise apartments. The steady increase in higher-density developments in 
the area creates the potential for a successful increased density on the site and 
aligns with the aims of the Unitary Plan.

It may be the case that the increase in density on the proposed site may generate 
the need for greater immediate amenities to support residents in the surrounding 
community. 

Single House 
Mixed Housing Urban
Mixed Housing Suburban
Mixed Use
Terrace Housing and Apartments

Figure 41 - Density Zoning
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EXISTING SITE ANALYSIS

While there are positive aspects regarding the use of the current site in that there 
is some sense of community within the HNZ units, it is also negatively affected 
by the exterior site conditions. The existing motorway and heavy traffic in the 
area contribute to air and noise pollution. This affects the quality and usability 
of the large yard spaces, reducing the likelihood of residents using their outdoor 
spaces. The dominance of the car further disconnects the site from surrounding 
communities and creates safety issues for pedestrians, in particular children. 
Placement of the apartments along Great North Road creates privacy issues for 
residents. The cul-de-sac road and car park take up a large portion of outdoor 
space and visually impact the view from the apartments’ “sculpted” outdoor space. 
The unkempt and unused council “green area” further reduces the appeal and 
value to the community.

The existing housing stock is of poor quality and over 60 years old. Dwellings 
present a multitude of issues and it is unfeasible and impractical to keep them. 
However, some of the timber and concrete from the duplexes and apartment 
blocks could potentially be reused in the new development.

The site and surrounding area could benefit greatly from a safer community 
environment that facilitates connections and contributes to a healthy 
environment. 

There is an unkempt 
grass area at the end 
of road with rubbish 

and graffiti.

Outdoor spaces are dominated 
by the large car park and wide 

road.

The large, private 
backyards are 

underused.

Surrounding roads and 
motorways create safety 

issues for the site.

Outdoor spaces around 
apartments are public and 
open, vulnerable to noise 

pollution.

Current community 
spaces are 
underused.

The intersection 
creates safety 
issues when 

residents cross.

Figure 42 - Existing Site Analysis
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EXISTING SITE STUDY 

The project proposes that existing residents are included in the development. This 
study investigates and analyses how current residents use and give identity to their 
outdoor space, and was conducted in order to inform the architecture and external 
spaces.

The site caters to residents in apartments and duplexes. Apartments offer 
residents outdoor balconies or courtyards which face Great North Road. These 
outdoor spaces are decorated with screens, flags and pot plants, giving identity 
to individual apartments. Residents with apartments on the ground level show 
high use of their directly connecting outdoor spaces, indicated by more intensely 
decorated areas and expansion of the garden beyond the boundary of their fences. 
Screening devices are used to create more useable outdoor spaces, offering 
sun and wind protection, and privacy from the main road. Spaces, furthermore, 
provide a place to dry clothes and storage for bulky items such as bicycles, exercise 
equipment and strollers. This indicates a lack of appropriate storage and laundry 
facilities in the apartment complexes. 

On the opposite end of the spectrum, residents in duplexes have large front and 
rear yards. These spaces require regular maintenance and have little to offer 
other than grass and a row of bushes along the section line. The lack of an obvious 
functional purpose and direct connection with indoor space creates underused 
spaces which often act as storage for miscellaneous items. A couple of backyards 
have trampolines, indicating the rear yard is used to provide a safe place for 
children to play.

From this study, it is gathered that spaces that act as an extension of the home are 
more likely to be looked after.  Outdoor areas are more likely to be occupied if they 
offer quality private spaces of a manageable size, indicating a functional purpose. 
The study also highlighted the need for appropriate laundry facilities and storage 
spaces to be provided in the design. Providing these will give residents more space 
in their outdoor areas. A key point of the study indicated the need for safe outdoor 
spaces for children to play in. As rear yards are often underutilised, shared spaces 
would create a safer environment that promotes interaction between children and 
parents in the neighbourhood.Figure 43 - Apartment Gardens
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 Balconies are 
used for bicycle 

storage.

Most courtyard 
spaces are heavily 

occupied by plants.

The laundry line 
is exposed to the 

main road.

Large private 
backyards are
 under used.

Balconies are 
exposed to noise 

from the main 
road.

Front yards are used for 
public dumping.

Bushes act as a 
boundary between 

dwellings.

Screening hung by 
residents shows a 

need for privacy or 
sun shading.

Evidence of some 
personal planting is 
shown by residents.

A large proportion 
of the front yard is 

grass.

Homes lack a 
connection with 
outdoor spaces.

Stroller 
storage on 
balconies.

Figure 44 - Apartment Balconies Figure 45 - State Housing Duplexes
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SITE STUDY DIAGRAMS

Site study diagrams analyse external and internal factors which directly affect the 
site and the design of the development. These eight diagrams indicate the most 
important factors. Each diagram highlights a different factor which influenced 
the design decisions: sun, wind, noise, traffic flow, external views, pedestrian 
movement, existing trees and adjacent parks. These acted as indicators for the 
design of the master planning.

NOISE DIAGRAM

PEDESTRIAN MOVEMENT

EXISTING TREES

CONNECTION TO GREEN AREA

DOMINANT SOUTHWEST WIND

TRAFFIC FLOW

MAIN PUBLIC VIEW POINTS

WINTER/ SUMMER SUN ANGLES

Figure 46 - Site Study Diagrams
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DESIGN PROCESS

DESIGN ITERATIONS

The holistic framework informs the thinking behind the design, addressing issues 
at each stage of the design. The design process works in stages and begins by 
looking at a larger scale and working towards a smaller scale. Each stage addresses 
principles relevant to the scale.

First, the Site Concept addresses larger-scale issues outside the site which affect 
the internal environment of the site. Next, The Community Masterplan focuses 
on the designing of the internal environment and supports the aims of the scales 
adjacent to it. The Medium Density Housing section considers aspects of the 
dwelling and the impact on all the principles. The design process is summed up by 
combining scales to consider the overall design. These scales are brought together 
and examined through the section, Combining Scales.

APPLYING THE FRAMEWORK

Before applying the framework to the design and site, it was imperative to 
understand how health principles correlated and responded to one another. 
The mind map on the adjacent page provides a visual guide that represents the 
overlapping of principles which connect and correspond to one another.

RECYCLE / 
DISPOSAL

During construction 
material waste to be 

minimised, and all waste 
to be accounted for and 
recycled where possible 

to reduce landfill.

CAR-FREE 
LIVING

 
Reduce need for 
driving, promote 
walking, public 

transport and cycling.

EASE OF ACCESS

Consider the ease of 
cleaning around difficult 
junctions and access to 

spaces.

UPKEEP PRINCIPLES

Allow the user elements to 
help upkeep the internal 
environment, opening 

windows, suitable heaters, 
utilising extraction fans.

MATERIAL CHOICE 

Ability for materials and 
surfaces to be cleaned, 
and easily maintained 
surfaces and materials.

CONTROL 
MOISTURE

Keep home adequately 
heated and ventilated 

to avoid moisture 
forming on surfaces.

REMOVE 
MOISTURE

Utilise extraction fans for
cooking and bathing, 

provide a place for clothes 
drying outside.

FREE NATURAL 
RESOURCES

Solar and wind energy , 
collect rainwater for non-

potable uses, fruit tree 
planting in parks.

PASSIVE 
VENTILATION 

Operable windows 
which can be safely 
left open, cross and 

stack ventilation.

SAVING ENERGY

Conserve natural 
resources, save 

energy in heating and 
lighting.

BUILDING 
ENVELOPE

Appropriate external 
wall to floor area ratio, 
insulation, roofing and 

glazing for climate.

REDUCE LIKELIHOOD 
OF CRIME 

Night lighting, eyes on 
spaces, carefully scaled 

spaces, spaces which are 
occupied, spaces facing 

pedestrian pathways, space 
activation, careful use of 

fences.
 CHILD/ELDERLY 
AND DISABLED

Child/elderly/disabled 
friendly and safe, views of 
exterior play area, limiting 

car entry onto site.

PEDESTRIAN FRIENDLY

Enhanced streetscape and pedestrian 
routes, designed with improved 

accessibility, purposeful separation 
from the car, continuity of movement 
as opposed to dead ends, human-

scaled, providing a network of 
pedestrian pathways.

PRIVATE/ PUBLIC 
SPACE

Provide appropriate 
transition space between 

activities.

TEXTURE/LAYERS 

The use of greenery to 
enhance spaces, habitat 

biodiversity, surface 
variation, warm materials, 

no mundane spaces, 
the use of greenery to 

enhance spaces.

ORGANIC 

Shaped spaces and 
layout of the site, 

incorporate nature.

 HIDDEN

Clothes drying 
facilities, rubbish 

bins, outdoor 
storage.INDIVIDUALITY 

Spaces that are varied, 
variation in facade materials, 

ability to individualise 
front entrance, unique  

characteristics.

MATERIALS 
Use low-carbon materials 
with embodied energy, 
consider proximity of 

sourced materials.

COMMUNAL SPACES

Spaces that people actually 
want to dwell in inside and 

outdoors, spaces for playing, 
gathering, contemplation and 

exploring, seating to encourage 
people to linger.

MINIMISE 
CONSTRUCTION 

WASTE

Minimise construction 
material waste, account for 
all waste, recycled where 

possible.

PASSIVE SOLAR DESIGN

Solar gain, appropriate glazing 
to north wall, deciduous planting 
to prevent overheating, thermal 

mass flooring to regulate 
temperature, heating distribution 

through ducting, prevent 
overshadowing to adjacent 

dwellings.

REDUCE 
CONTAMINANTS

Utilise non-toxic materials, filter 
air intake where necessary, 
remove contaminated air 
through extraction, utilise 

appropriate heating sources 
that do not emit fumes.

Figure 47 - Design Principles Mind Map (Refer to page 68  for full design framework)
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COMMUNAL SPACES

Spaces that people
actually want to dwell in 

inside and outdoors, spaces 
for playing, gathering, 

contemplation and exploring, 
seating to encourage people 

to linger.

DEVELOPING A SITE CONCEPT

Stage one explores design solutions to the strong ideas presented in the initial 
site response through master planning. The design has prioritised existing trees 
by carefully designing around them, allowing the site to retain its historic values 
and identity. Trees also create a lived-in feeling and give a direct connection to 
nature, which is often lost in new developments. Visually marked by the trees, the 
pedestrian axis ways increase the safety within the site by removing cars. These 
public axes further provide an opportunity for engagement with the surrounding 
neighbourhood. 

A variety of dwelling typologies were selected to aid in the creation of a diverse 
community. The design explored the use of townhouses, apartments and duplexes 
which cater to varying household needs and lifestyles. The design further provides 
undefined mixed-tenure housing. This reduces the establishment of a mono-
cultural society and is what American sociologist Mark Granovetter calls “the 
strength of weak ties”.57 This theory follows the idea that we tend to learn more 
from people who are outside our social circle than we do from those who know the 
same things as us. 

The scale of the dwellings appropriately addresses the site’s urban and suburban 
edge condition, with lower-height duplexes and townhouses facing the suburban 
edge and larger-scale buildings confronting the urban edges. Placing apartment 
buildings on the south edge of the site allows the buildings to have a north-facing 
aspect and prevents them overshadowing other dwellings on site. These buildings 
aim to protect the site from noise and poor air quality generated from the 
motorway, as well as prevalent south-west winds.

The outcome: further consideration of the internal environment of the community 
must be given to address issues. The need to better execute a stronger idea and 
reconsider the removal of particular trees would to allow for a stronger apartment 
“wall”, providing better-quality outdoor spaces.

57  Home Truths Confronting New Zealand’s Housing Crisis pg  85/86

CAR-FREE 
LIVING

 
Reduce need for 
driving promote 
walking, public 

transport and cycling.

PASSIVE 
VENTILATION 

Operable windows 
which can be safely 
left open, cross and 

stack ventilation.

REDUCE LIKELIHOOD 
OF CRIME 

Night lighting, eyes on 
spaces, carefully scaled 

spaces, spaces which are 
occupied, spaces facing 

pedestrian pathways, space 
activation, careful use of 

fences.

 CHILD/ELDERLY 
AND DISABLED

Child/elderly/disabled 
friendly and safe, views of 
exterior play area, limiting 

car entry onto site.

PEDESTRIAN FRIENDLY

Enhanced streetscape and pedestrian 
route, designs with improved 

accessibility, purposeful separation 
from the car, continuity of movement 

as opposed to dead ends,
human-scaled, providing a

network of pedestrian pathways.

PRIVATE/ PUBLIC 
SPACE

Provide appropriate 
transition space between 

activities.

PASSIVE SOLAR DESIGN

Solar gain, appropriate glazing 
to north wall, deciduous planting 
to prevent overheating, thermal 

mass flooring to regulate 
temperature, heating distribution 

through ducting, prevent 
overshadowing to adjacent 

dwellings.

REDUCE 
CONTAMINANTS

Utilise non-toxic materials, filter 
air intake where necessary, 
remove contaminated air 
through extraction, utilise 

appropriate heating sources 
that do not emit fumes.

Figure 48 - Site Concept Mind Map
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Existing trees form 
visual site entry 

points.

North-facing, larger-scale 
buildings to the rear of site 

create a barrier between the 
site and motorway.

Existing trees form 
communal spaces.

Pedestrian axis ways 
create connections 

within the site,  
bringing in the wider 

community.

Pedestrian 
traffic lights are 

proposed.

Public views to be 
considered.

A protecting wall alongside 
motorway acts as a barrier 

for sound and noise.

Obvious axis 
points for entry 
and exit from 

site.

Existing trees 
on the site to 

remain.

Address the 
need for a safer
crossing to bus 

stop.

Figure 49 - Site Concept Initial Response Figure 50 - Site Concept Plan
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COMMUNAL SPACES

Spaces that people
actually want to dwell in 

inside and outdoors, spaces 
for playing, gathering, 

contemplation and exploring, 
seating to encourage people 

to linger.

TEXTURE/LAYERS 

The use of greenery to 
enhance spaces, habitat 

biodiversity, surface 
variation, warm materials, 

no mundane spaces, 
the use of greenery to 

enhance spaces.

DEVELOPING A  COMMUNITY MASTERPLAN

Stage two further develops the first masterplan and zooms in a scale to consider 
how a better internal community environment can be obtained. 

The north-facing public square on the corner of Great North Road and Tuarangi 
Road creates a public interface for the development. Offering amenities to nearby 
residents, the square becomes a destination. The proposed pedestrian crossing 
enhances connection with the surrounding community, providing a safe and direct 
connection to the site. 

Axis ways provide semi-public routes for residents, creating a varying gradient 
of space between public and private within the development. The meeting point 
of major axes creates an appropriate space for an entry square which is easily 
navigated. The move towards an inclusive neighbourhood is further developed 
by providing a shared axis on the eastern boundary. Removal of a small number 
of trees has allowed for a better arrangement of dwellings, creating shared areas 
between neighbours. Outdoor communal spaces vary in scale and are surrounded 
by dwellings, producing safer spaces. Large outdoor spaces are directly connected 
but cater to different contexts, one urban while the other is suburban.  Communal 
facilities are located to the south of the site, in a more private setting for residents.

The large-scale apartment building acts as a wall which protects the site from 
adverse exterior conditions. The placement of the car park elevates apartments 
above the motorway while providing some topography to the otherwise 
predominantly flat site. The choice to provide car parking considers the realistic 
needs of occupants, yet advocating walkability by placing parking out of sight.

CAR-FREE 
LIVING

 
Reduce need for 
driving, promote 
walking, public 

transport and cycling.

FREE NATURAL 
RESOURCES

Solar and wind energy , 
collect rainwater for non-

potable uses, fruit tree 
planting in parks.

PASSIVE 
VENTILATION 

Operable windows 
which can be safely 
left open, cross and 

stack ventilation.

SAVING ENERGY

Conserve natural 
resources, save 

energy in heating and 
lighting.

REDUCE LIKELIHOOD 
OF CRIME 

Night lighting, eyes on 
spaces, carefully scaled 

spaces, spaces which are 
occupied, spaces facing 

pedestrian pathways, space 
activation, careful use of 

fences.

 CHILD/ELDERLY 
AND DISABLED

Child/elderly/disabled 
friendly and safe, views of 
exterior play area, limiting 

car entry onto site.

PEDESTRIAN FRIENDLY

Enhanced streetscape and pedestrian 
routes, design with improved 

accessibility, purposeful separation 
from the car, continuity of movement 

as opposed to dead ends,
human-scaled, providing a

network of pedestrian pathways.

PRIVATE/ PUBLIC 
SPACE

Provide appropriate 
transition space between 

activities.

INDIVIDUALITY 

Spaces that are varied, 
variation in facade materials, 

ability to individualise 
front entrance, unique 

characteristics.

PASSIVE SOLAR DESIGN

Solar gain, appropriate glazing 
to north wall, deciduous planting 
to prevent overheating, thermal 

mass flooring to regulate 
temperature, heating distribution 

through ducting, prevent 
overshadowing to adjacent 

dwellings.

Figure 51 - Community Masterplan Mind Map
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Opening the 
site to the 

public allows for 
amenities.

Duplexes along 
the suburban 

boundary respond 
to surroundings but 
could create issues 

surrounding safety for 
children.

Duplexes face in 
on one another, 
creating shared 

spaces between.

This arrangement 
offers a wide variety 

of large and small 
outdoor spaces.

Shared outdoor spaces 
have a more sheltered 
nature from roads and 

axis ways.

Dwellings better 
define axis points 

when situated 
alongside the 

axes. 

Community shared spaces, 
open to main axis ways, create 
engagement with community 

but leave dwellings feeling 
open to the public.

Duplexes, when located  
inside the site, offer 

safer areas for children.

View from motorway showing 
scale of apartment buildings 

along urban boundary.

View from layout one looking 
down axis way from public 

space.

View from site layout one, 
Great North Road, looking into 

public space.
View from entry square 
looking down axis way.

Figure 52 - Community Mass Model Layout Exploration Figure 53 - Community Layout Mass Model Photos
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Movement through 
exploring the use of 

anchor points.

The use of fences 
or vegetation 

could create semi-
private spaces 

between residents, 
creating pocket 
communities.

Spatial layout with a 
wide break between 

creates a semi-
public movement 

space.

Spatial layout with 
a narrow break 

between creates 
a semi-private 

movement space. 

The public axis 
instead creates 

movement outside 
around rows.

Movement diffusion 
from an anchor point 

determined by position 
of dwellings.

Spatial layout creates 
organic movements 
while sculpting open 

space.

Movement into shared 
spaces considering 

dwellings’ visual 
aspects.

Testing spatial layout 
and scale of spaces to 

guide movement.

Testing spatial layout 
to shape potential 
communal space.

Testing movement 
through breaking 

rows apart to create 
connection points.

Figure 54 - Spatial Layout Movement Exploration Figure 55 - Public Private Spatial Exploration
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Public axis offers 
direct routes for 

public.

There is a gradient 
of public to private 
pedestrian streets 

with private resident 
pedestrian streets.

South-facing 
outdoor spaces 
are moved to 
give a north-
facing aspect.

Public amenities and a 
residents’ communal 
building act as anchor 

points, creating 
movement between 

parks.

Apartment blocks 
are joined to 
create a wall.

Communal facilities 
are located at the 

rear of the site in a 
more private area.

The  ground  level 
car park gives some 
topography to the

site and lifts the lowest 
level of the apartment 

building above motorway 
level.

The entry square 
with drop-off 

makes navigation 
easy for guests.

Refer to following 
page for drawing.

Dashed semi-
public axis offers 
routes through 

communal 
spaces.

Movement is 
continual, with no 

dead ends allowing 
for an exploring 

nature.

Existing  trees 
assist in defining  

outdoor 
communal spaces 

with different 
aspects.

The thoroughfare 
connects with 

neighbours 
outside the 

development.

Semi-public 
spaces between 
dwellings create 
more intimate 

interaction 
spaces.

Public axis 
continues onto 

pedestrian 
crossing.

Semi-public 
spaces between 
dwellings offer 

more direct 
routes for 
residents.

The public 
visually 

interacts with 
the site.

Space shared 
between the 

community and 
neighbours outside 

the community.

Figure 56 - Community Masterplan Figure 57 - Community Masterplan Public Private
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Public axis invites 
interaction with 

surrounding 
community.

Private outdoor 
spaces are fenced 

and offer some 
distance between 

public or semi-public 
spaces.

Narrow spaces 
between dwellings 
act as accessways 

for residents walking 
to semi-private 
shared space.

The placement of 
dwellings provides 

passive surveillance of 
public areas, in turn 
creating safer spaces 

and reducing potential 
crime.

Semi-private  
shared spaces act 
as a extension of 

personal space for 
residents and aids 
in creating micro-

communities.

Nature used in 
semi-private spaces 

provides a sense 
of privacy between 

dwellings. 

Semi-public urban 
space acts as a relief 

space between 
duplexes and 
apartments.

SECTION A

SECTION A

Semi-public community 
space gives dwellings a 

relief space beyond their 
immediate private space 
and creates a connection 

with nature.

SECTION B

SE
CT

IO
N

 BFigure 58 - Public Private Analysis Plan

Figure 59 - Public Private Analysis Section A and B
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Community 
connection is 

enhanced though 
a mixture of public 

and semi-public 
spaces of varying 

scales.

Rooftop 
rainwater 
collection.

Understanding the 
size and scale of 

the block from the 
motorway through 

drawing.

Dwellings access 
north-facing sun, 

allowing for passive 
solar heating. 

The apartment 
block protects the 

site from wind, 
noise and pollution 

from motorway. 

Dwellings provide 
eyes on space, 
offering safer 

spaces and reducing 
likelihood of crime. 

Apartments engage 
with urban space 
and green space.

The community hall 
provides a place 

for all residents to 
interact through 

cooking, eating and 
lounging together. 

Outdoor spaces 
use warm tones 

and materiality to 
enhance spaces 
and provide a 

variation in spatial 
quality.  

Enhanced 
walkability for 

pedestrians
offers a low-carbon 

approach to 
commuting.

Low carbon - 
average one car 
park for every 
two dwellings.

Figure 60 - Long Site Section Figure 61 - Apartment Concept Sketch
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Stage three of the project further develops the dwellings following on from stage 
two. Dwellings are designed to accommodate the public/private ambition of the 
previous stage. As a result, living spaces of the dwelling are placed on the lower 
levels to provide passive surveillance to community spaces. The design of the 
home instead focuses on providing quality spaces that are comfortable to live in. 
The size of the dwelling looks to minimise circulation and provide appropriate-
sized internal spaces, allowing for a smaller building footprint. North-facing patios 
provide an extension of living spaces from lower levels.

The design of the dwelling aims to address the internal environment of the 
dwelling using an ecologically friendly  approach. The form of the dwelling reduces 
overheating in summer months, strategically provides space for rooftop solar 
panels and allows for stack and cross ventilation. The design aims to utilise passive 
principles to save energy and reduce the need for mechanical systems.  The 
material selection is important in that it addresses the need for a high-performing, 
low-carbon alternative suited to the Auckland climate.  Water collection tanks 
harness rainwater from the rooftop and store water for non-potable application. 

The outcome: the design of the dwelling has succeeded in addressing a number of 
design principles. However, further investigation into material selection is needed 
to ensure the chosen materiality is a suitable low-carbon and high-performance 
option. The re-use of timber in existing state houses needs to be further addressed  
and its viability considered. 

DEVELOPING A  HEALTHY HOUSE

RECYCLE / 
DISPOSAL

During construction, 
material waste to be 

minimised, and all waste 
to be accounted for and 
recycled where possible 

to reduce landfill.

EASE OF ACCESS

Consider the ease of 
cleaning around difficult 
junctions, and access to 

spaces.

UPKEEP PRINCIPLES

Allow the user elements to 
help upkeep the internal 
environment, opening 

windows, suitable heaters, 
utilising extraction fans.

MATERIAL CHOICE 

Ability for materials and 
surfaces to be cleaned, 
and easily maintained 
surfaces and materials.

CONTROL 
MOISTURE

Keep home adequately 
heated and ventilated 

to avoid moisture 
forming on surfaces.

REMOVE 
MOISTURE

Utilise extraction fans for
cooking and bathing, 

provide a place for clothes 
drying outside.

FREE NATURAL 
RESOURCES

Solar and wind energy, 
collect rainwater for non-

potable uses, fruit tree 
planting in parks.

PASSIVE 
VENTILATION 

Operable windows 
which can be safely 
left open, cross and 

stack ventilation.

SAVING ENERGY

Conserve natural 
resources, save 

energy in heating and 
lighting.

BUILDING 
ENVELOPE

Appropriate external 
wall-to-floor area ratio, 
insulation, roofing and 

glazing for climate.

REDUCE LIKELIHOOD 
OF CRIME 

Night lighting, eyes on 
spaces, carefully scaled 

spaces, spaces which are 
occupied, spaces facing 

pedestrian pathways, space 
activation, careful use of 

fences.

 CHILD/ELDERLY 
AND DISABLED

Child/elderly/disabled 
friendly and safe, views of 
exterior play area, limiting 

car entry onto site.
PRIVATE/ PUBLIC 

SPACE

Provide appropriate 
transition space between 

activities.

 HIDDEN

Clothes drying 
facilities, rubbish 

bins, outdoor 
storage.

INDIVIDUALITY 

Spaces that are varied, 
variation in facade materials, 

ability to individualise 
front entrance, unique 

characteristics.

MATERIALS 
Use low-carbon materials 
with embodied energy, 
consider proximity of 

sourced materials.

COMMUNAL SPACES

Spaces that people
actually want to dwell in 

inside and outdoors, spaces 
for playing, gathering, 

contemplation and exploring, 
seating to encourage people 

to linger.

MINIMISE 
CONSTRUCTION 

WASTE

Minimise construction 
material waste, account for 
all waste, recycled where 

possible.

PASSIVE SOLAR DESIGN

Solar gain, appropriate glazing 
to north wall, deciduous planting 
to prevent overheating, thermal 

mass flooring to regulate 
temperature, heating distribution 

through ducting, prevent 
overshadowing to adjacent 

dwellings.

REDUCE 
CONTAMINANTS

Utilise non-toxic materials, filter 
air intake where necessary, 
remove contaminated air 
through extraction, utilise 

appropriate heating sources 
that do not emit fumes.

Figure 62 - Dwelling Mind Map 
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North

The open plan of the 
living area allows 
for an adaptable 

and versatile living 
space.

The placement of 
the kitchen prevents 

overheating and 
allows for indirect 

light from the south.

 Outdoor service 
space hides rubbish 
and provides storage 
for large household 

items.

The north-facing 
patio is an extension 

of the living area 
and harnesses the 
northern aspect 

while allowing for 
eyes on spaces.

The patio acts as 
a buffer space 

providing some level 
of privacy to indoor 

spaces.

North-facing 
bedrooms 

gain passive 
heating. 

The south-facing 
bedroom lacks the 

opportunity for 
passive heating. 

The size of dwellings 
aims to provide 

suitable sized rooms 
that maximise space 

and are versatile.

Dwellings provided 
include apartments, 

townhouses and 
duplexes.

The dwellings along 
Great North Road 
offer a work-life 
scenario which 

moves the living 
space to the second 

storey.

Ground-level 
apartments have 

been designed for 
residents who need 
wheelchair access.

The arrangement 
of the levels in 

dwellings allows 
cross ventilation to 

occur.

Placing living spaces 
on the lower level of 
the home allows for 
passive surveillance 
of neighbourhoods.

Placing private 
spaces of the home 

on upper levels  
provides privacy 
to bedrooms and 

bathrooms.

Figure 63 - Dwelling Spatial Layout
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Apartment access 
way along Southern 

Motorway allows 
for north-facing 

aspect looks to have 
screens. 

The study nook is 
separated through 
the use of timber 
batten screens. 

This noise control 
could be improved 

through the use of a 
solid wall.

The apartments use 
internal circulation 
to separate living 
and private areas. 

Open plan living/ 
dining allows 
residents to 

tailor space to 
accommodate their 

lifestyle.

Operable bathroom 
window offer views 

over motorway.

The typical hallway 
is replaced by a 

more efficient use of 
space. 

Two-level apartment 
separates living 

space from private, 
while reducing the 
need for circulation 

at every level 
and increasing 
the number of 

interactions which 
could occur in the 
hallway between 

residents.

The kitchen 
bench provides an 
alternative place to 

eat, accommodating 
the modern use of 

living space.

Note:
Lower-level 
apartments 

are accessible, 
and designed 

around providing 
wheelchair access.

Note:
All drawings show 
initial ideas, giving 
a general idea of 

arrangement; scale 
and dimensions 
are not accurate 
representations.

North

The placement of 
windows draws 

the eye outdoors. 
This alleviates the 

confinement of 
space and ultimately 

changes the 
perception of the 
internal  space.  

The structure of the 
dwelling looks to 

use CLT in the inter-
tenancy walls.

Ground floor 

Ground floor 

First floor 

First floor 

Figure 64 - Dwelling Duplex Layout Figure 65 - Dwelling Apartment Layout
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Testing internal 
shadowing on  
wall thickness. 

Form exploration 
in relation to sun 

angles. 

Light 
distribution and 

diffusion. 

External 
shadowing 

between buildings  
using winter noon 

angle.

External shadowing 
between buildings  

using winter noon angle 
reaching the window 

sill.

Figure 67 - Overshadowing Sun Angles

Figure 68 - Dwelling Form Exploration
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The exploration of the form 
looks to address the need 
for solar panels, rainwater 
collection, shadowing and 

providing north-facing 
windows to rear bedroom. 

This form allows 
for solar panels 
and provides a 

deck space.

Sawtooth roof tries to 
provide light to south-

facing rooms. This form will 
not work for solar panels as 
they are then south facing.

Considering 
three-storey 
townhouses.

Providing north-
facing windows.

Current iteration

Figure 69 - Dwelling Form Exploration Perspective

Figure 70 - Dwelling Form Exploration 3-D
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Appropriately sized 
window gathers 
sun from spring 
to autumn, and 

overhang prevents 
overheating in 

summer months.

Stack 
ventilation.

Solar panels.

Passive 
lighting.

Cross ventilation.

Rainwater storage 
tank incorporated 
into outdoor area; 

holds an average of 
one month’s rainfall.

Integrated 
rubbish 

bin storage 
hidden. 

Figure 71 - Townhouse Section Winter Equinox Figure 72 - Townhouse Section Summer Equinox

Overhang further 
offers protection to 

lower levels.
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Combining Scales brings together all scales and applies them to the site in a 3-D 
model. This 3-D model assists in understanding how the project comes together 
by placing the different scale solutions in one model.  This further creates 
understanding of how each element affects the overall relationship between the 
site and spaces. The combining of scales provides insight into where the design 
needs to be amended and will be addressed in the final examination presentation.

COMBINING SCALES

Figure 73 - Combining Scales Site Entrance
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Figure 74 - Combining Scales Site Plan Figure 75 - Combining Scales Site 3-D
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RAINWATER 

COLLECTION

PASSIVE 

SOLAR

NORTH- 
WESTERN  
MOTORWAY

GREAT NORTH 
ROAD

LOW CARBON ENHANCED 

WALKABILITY

SOLAR 

ENERGY

SAFE SPACES

PASSIVE 

VENTILATION

COMMUNITY 

CONNECTION

SOLAR 

SHADING

Figure 76 - Combining Scales Site Section
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Figure 77 - Combining Scales Public Square Perspective
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Figure 78 - Combining Scales St Lukes On-ramp Perspective
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Figure 79 - Combining Scales Entry Square Perspective
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Figure 81 - Combining Scales Townhouse Two Levels PlanFigure 80 - Combining Scales Apartment Plan

Ground floor Ground floor First floor First floor 
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Figure 82 - Combining Scales Townhouse Three Levels Plan Figure 83 - Combining Scales Duplex Plan

Ground floor Ground floor First floor First floor Second floor 
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CONCLUSION

The architectural question for this project has been “How can a holistic design 
process work to address the increasing needs of health, and inform the design of 
housing developments?”  The research project aims to highlight the relationship 
of the built environment to health through addressing ecological, physical and 
mental health issues prevalent in New Zealand housing developments. The intent 
of this research project was to design a housing development that provided a 
foundation for health that allows residents to live, experience and enjoy healthy, 
quality lives.

Existing frameworks which aim to improve one or more aspects of health were 
studied to provide insight to the design ideas and processes that were used. Ideas 
and principles from existing frameworks were further developed in the creation of 
The Holistic Health Framework. The framework specifically addresses prevalent 
health issues in New Zealand through design principles which support ecological, 
physical and mental health. The holistic nature of the framework is reflected in 
the fact that all components are equally weighted. Design principles act as a guide 
for a particular project, allowing unique site-specific solutions to be achieved 
while not limiting the design options. Successful use of the framework can be 
judged through qualitative measures of the outcome, as opposed to quantitative 
measures. 

The framework has been tested in the design of a medium-density housing 
development on a site in Grey Lynn, currently occupied by a 60-year-old HNZ 
complex. The design process was broken down to address the project at each scale 
and, during the process, design principles pertaining to each scale were revised and 
used to guide an initial response. At the end of each scale exploration, the design 
was critiqued against the design principles. The resulting design aims to achieve 
the best possible outcome for the site and the community, while also realistically 
considering constraints, in particular, the scale of the project. While this research 
demonstrates how the framework could be applied to a single scenario on a “test” 
site, future applications would result in further refinement. This would include 
quantifying certain elements such as carbon emissions, water use, energy use and 
production, indoor environment quality and passive performance.

 It is hoped that ideas raised in developing this framework may encourage 
organisations like HNZ to develop their own holistic framework and approach new 
developments in a holistic manner. The research project raises awareness of the 
poor quality and harsh conditions which many face in older HNZ dwellings, and 

the impact this has on the health of the occupants. It provides suggestions as to 
how HNZ might better utilise existing suburban sites that face similar issues to the 
test site, and proposes a holistic design approach that could inform the changes 
necessary to improve living conditions for many people. The flow-on effect of this 
would see improvements to the physical and mental health of the demographic 
who are currently suffering the most as a result of poor housing conditions, 
strengthen their communities and, ultimately, ensure the ongoing health of the 
environment they inhabit.
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FINAL DESIGN

Figure 85 - Sectional Axonometric showing Apartments, Townhouses and Duplexes in relation to green open spacesFigure 84 - Exploded Axonometric of two bedroom Townhouse
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Combining Scales brings together all scales and applies them to the site in a 3-D 
model. This 3-D model assists in understanding how the project comes together 
by placing the different scale solutions in one model.  This further creates 
understanding into how each element effects the overall relationship of the site 
and spaces. The combing of scales provides insight into where the design needs to 
be amended and will be addressed in the final examination presentation.

FINAL DESIGN

Figure 73 Combining Scales Site Entrance

Figure 86 - Axonometric Site Plan

1 Tuarangi Square
2  Arch Hill Park
3 Ivanhoe Reserve
4 Community House
5 Bicycle/Tool Shed
6 Vegetable Gardens
7 Carpark / Rubbish storage
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Figure 73 Combining Scales Site Entrance

Figure 87 - Section through Townhouses

Figure 88 - Long Environmental Section through Site - from Great North Road to the North Western Motorway

Figure 89 - Perspective of the Apartments from the St Lukes On-ramp
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Figure 91 - Perspective from Ivanhoe Street Site EntranceFigure 90- Perspective from Arch Hill Park looking towards Ivanhoe Reserve
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Figure 93 - Townhouse Internal Perspective looking out onto shared green spaceFigure 92 - Apartment Internal Perspective
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